Abstract: As a significant idea in the ideology of modern
I. Introduction
Empire of Abbasid in the medieval ages. It is not difficult to find that establishing an "Islamic State" is the shared goal in the political vision of modern Islamists. In guise of a response, a century after the Sykes Picot Agreement signed by Britain and France in 1916, they try to establish the "Islamic state" intending to break the Middle East"s national territories and boundaries drawn by Britain and France since the Great War, so as to challenge the international political order based on the nation-state idea. It can be found that in the vision of the Islamists, the idea of an "Islamic State" contains special political meanings.
Most of us are accustomed to thinking that "Islamic State" meant a state which regards Islam as its official religion and the majority of its residents believing in it. However, the fact is far more than it.
Facing the turbulence and disorder of the international order, such as the turbulence in the Middle East, it is useful to clarify the theory of the "Islamic State" in Modern Islamism and further understand and comment on the modern Islamist forces comprehensively and objectively from the ideological level. Also, it could help us to predict the future and the trend of relevant situations" developments and provide a new reference for governance in this region.
"Islamic State" thought is essentially encompasses important political ideas in modern Islamism；hence, it has an impact on Islamists" policies and actions when the principled or causal beliefs they embody provide road maps that increase actors" clarity about goals or ends-means relationships. Generally, ideas are divided into three types: First, worldviews that define the universe of possibilities for action such as rationality, sovereignty, privacy; Second, principled beliefs that consist of normative ideas and criteria for distinguishing right or wrong, and just or unjust; Third, causal beliefs that decide cause-effect relationships and typically come from authorities based on a set of shared beliefs strategies for the attainment of goals (Goldstein, J. & Keohane, R., 1993: 3-5) .
Keeping up with this, the article endeavors to analyze the "Islamic State" thought from the three levels above. In this regard, this paper firstly spells out the origin of "Islamic State" thought with a special focus on its development literally and historically.
Furthermore, it throws light on the modern evolution of this thought through analyzing the thought of Islamist theorists, along with that we shall summarize the common key characteristics between them regarding the "Islamic State". Finally, it analyzes the theoretical and realistic dilemmas of the establishment of the "Islamic State".
II. The Origins of the "Islamic State" Thought: Literally and Historically
The word "state" in the Arabic is written as "Dawlah" ‫,)دولة(‬ literally means "the house or abode of Islam", or al-Amsa r which means "the territory", and other similar cultural geographic or geopolitical terminologies (Safi, R., 1998: 117) . You consume an inheritance to the last mouthful, and you love wealth with a love inordinate (89:17-20)", ① and announced that they were apostates, because they thought that they can do anything relying on their wealth but not praying to God (Jin, Y., 2006: 44) .
In a sense, Prophet Muhammad"s preaching and migration was used to refer to Tunisia as a state (Martin, R., 2004: 174) .
Theoretically, earliest modern Islamist theorists, represented by Egyptian scholar Refaa" Tahtawi"s reform and Ottoman reformer Kheir al-Din al-Tunisi, opened the exploration of "state" theory in Islamic reformism in the mid-19 th century. They insisted that Islam was just as rational as any Western system and the reason why the "Ummah" lagged behind the Western world was due to the defects of the political system rather than the social and cultural institutional shortcomings (Belkeziz, A., 2015: 19) , and there were no fundamental contradictions between modern
Western political system and the political system of medieval
Islam. Their common goal was to achieve political justice for "justice is the foundation of all civilizations" (Belkeziz, A., 2015: 29) . Therefore, Refaa" Tahtawi and Kheir al-Din al-Tunisi"s emphasis on the justice of "Dawlah" and "state" led them to support the Westernized reform in the Ottoman Empire"s political system. They believed that the Western states" system was equally applicable to the unity of the Islamic "Ummah", thus, they firmly supported the reform movement launched by the Ottoman Empire (1839-1876) and maintained the rule of the Ottoman Turks. But they did not clarify the status of "state" in Islamic Sharia law; instead, they just called that the ""state" is pro "Ummah" interests"
and "it is an obligation in line with Islamic Sharia law" (Belkeziz, A., 2015: 38) .
The structural crisis of the Ottoman Empire and its defeat in 
IV. The Theoretical and Practical Dilemmas of the "Islamic State" Thought
Regardless of how the "Islamic State" thought itself as being strict and critical, this does not mean that they displace rationality and self-interest, so the role of this thought in causing Islamists" behavior must be investigated empirically. Keeping with this, this part is more concerned with these thoughts" effects and modifications in the reality.
Moving beyond its origins and historical evolution, if the "Islamic State", in the eyes of the Islamists, is the ideal political model to uphold the Islamic values and principles, why has it not been totally established yet? Therefore, the most emergent question that caused the extensive debate among scholars and even among the Islamists themselves, is to which extent could the "Islamic State" be realized, and how?
Syrian scholar Rowe Safi pointed out that the idea of the "Islamic State" is difficult to define and implement, for the formulations of modern Arab scholars" theory of "state" were influenced, to a large extent, by classical Islamic theory, modern
Western political theory, and developments in Muslim world (Safi, R., 1998: 117) . More importantly, however, the "Islamic State" thought, as a theory constructed to deal with the dilemma of the reality, its operability has caused vigorous debate and also been questioned by researchers. Modern Islamists insist that Muslims are supposed to look to the "pure and pious Islamic Salafs respectively, "tribe", "religious belief" and "war trophies". For al-Ja biri, the "tribe" is the social basis of the Arab societies and it is difficult to be integrated, therefore, the "tribe" needs the Islamic "religious belief" as a political discourse, on the spiritual level, to provide an effective ideological mobilization to unite the opposing tribes. And the "war trophies" provide a realistic material guarantee and vigorous resource to maintain the stability of the Arab societies based on "tribe". Therefore, the existence of a so-called "Islamic State" actually depends on keeping the three elements above unified (al-Ja biri, M., 1990: 205) .
Accordingly, it is difficult to provide an objective and reasonable explanation to understand the "Islamic State" thought simply through religious or ideological element, which also makes it difficult to give an objective and reasonable interpretation to understand the actual decisions and behaviors of modern Islamist forces in the real world.
As an example, "Islamic State"s" development and growth process reflect the characteristics of its realism and flexibility to a On the other hand, the factor of the tribal structure within the "Islamic State"s" territory should not be ignored or neglected although its ability to play the religious and sectarian card has served it well in facing the increasing military pressure. To some extent, the group keeps an ungainly loose Sunni union of ex-a"athists, tribesmen, nationalist insurgents and frustrated youth in its orbit (Fromson, J. & Simon, S., 2015: 18) , and the relationship between them is no longer a mere marriage of convenience. For example, the group has provided fuel subsidies to convince important tribes to submit to its control, and has used cash to bribe tribal leaders to the same effect (Rogin, J., 2014: July 10). Thus, as al-Ja biri emphasized, the so-called "Islamic State"s" stability may be challenged by the factor of "tribe" if these tribes feel there is no more material possibility for them in fighting with the former.
As mentioned above, some modern Islamists advocate clerics" major role and their strict explanation, compliance and imitation of the holy Quran and the prophetic Sunnah in governing the "Islamic State", objecting to using individual rationality to rule the state, which also to a large extent becomes a huge realistic obstacle to their actual operation and action. In this regard, Abdullah Ben
Mohammad, a theorist from Al-Qaeda, admitted that "as long as the clerics still take control of our organization (group), our military advantages can never be transformed into actual political capital" (Mohammad, A., 2015: April 17) . More sharply, professor by no means do they use textualism (Haykel, B., 2009: 46) . As a result, how to completely embody and implement the "Islamic State" idea into reality is a real predicament that the thought itself 
Conclusion
Through a brief review of the historical evolution of the "Islamic State" thought, it can be found that although the "Islamic Indeed, we need to advocate rationalism and promote moderate Islamic values to response to the ideological upheaval in the Middle East. However, more importantly, how to effectively achieve social development and change the status of the structural imbalance in the region, is the key for nations and the international community to eliminate the incubator of extremist thought and terrorism in the Middle East.
